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Shift Hammer V2 Instructions
Mazdaspeed 3 & 6
Parts Layout

Step#1
Adjusting the Ball stud. The top plate has a slot to
allow adjustment of the shift throw length. We
recommend setting to the shortest throw for most,
but if you are using this plate with a short shifter
you may want to use the longest throw setting.

Step#2
Lock down the ball stud using (2) 13mm wrenches.
Make sure to assemble the hardware as shown.

Step#3
Prepare the vehicle for install. It is recommended
to work on a safe & level surface. Make sure the
parking brake is engaged and that the car can not
roll. Disconnection of battery is recommended
for safety wheneve doing any repairs. Remove
your air box or air intake so that you can access
the factory shift linkage under the hood.

Step#4
Remove the factory shift weight
using a 13mm socket & wratchet.
Pop the shift cable off of the shift
arm. It will pry off easily using the
open head of a 13mm wrench.

Step#5
Intstall top plate and bottom plates. The plates are bolted
using the main bolts with a washer under the head of each
bolt. Hold the desired weight plates unde the transmission
shift arm and start the bolts by hand. If using without the
weight plates, use the supplied silver lock nuts.

Step#6
Pop the shift cable on the ball stud.

Step#7
Make sure your have adequate clearance between the shift hammer and your charge piping and engine /
computer harness. Some computer relocate kits will make the harness come close to the shift linkage.
You may need to reposition your harness. Re install your intake and hook up battery. For firmer shift
feel you can remove 1 or both added weight plates. The m8 locnuts included are to make it easier to run
the plate with no weight plates.

Hardware list
2) x M8-1.25 x 25mm Bolts – Main bolts
4) M8 Flat washers – Used with the main bolts and the ball stud
1) 5/16 thread Locnut(gold) – For the ball stud only
1) Ball stud
1) Top Plate assembly
1) Unthreaded weight plate
1) Threaded weight plate
2) M8-1.25 Locnut(silver) - Used to run the shift plate without weights.
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